The Third Arab-Israeli War
defense pact between the UAR and Jordan and by the forma-
tion of a joint Arab command. This completed the encircle-
ment of Israel and the latter decided to strike before the Arabs
had time to temper the steel ring. Israel's last hope was that
the Western maritime nations would provide some kind of
support for free passage through the Strait of Tiran. But after
it became clear that any resolution on their part would not
include the necessary use of force, Israel decided not to wait any
longer and proceeded to take action on her own.
soviet motives
As regards Soviet Union's role during the several weeks pre-
ceding the outbreak of the Arab-Israeli conflict on 5 June 1967,
the object probably was to raise tension under her control
with the aim of producing a demonstration of Arab military
power, stopping short of war but redounding to the credit of
the Russians as the Arabs' protector.*5 Some observers also
beKeved that one of the purposes behind the Soviet behaviour
in the Middle East crisis was to pressure the United States
into de-escalating the war in Vietnam and create a diversion by
raising the specter of possible American military involvement
somewhere else in the world. Nasser's ambition to reclaim his
role as Arab leader was a convenient tool, it was said, and
the Soviets "deliberately set out to use it'\3* But at this point
it was generally believed that the Soviet Union did not want
the crisis to escalate into a war that might involve her in a
clash with the United States. In a word, she wished to reap
35 While not desiring an Arab-Israeli war because it would force upon
Moscow the difficult choice of risking a clash with the United States by
intervention, or risking Arab resentment by abstention, the Soviet Union
had always sensed profit in Arab^Israeli tension short of war, New "York
Times, Weekly Review, IS June 1967, p. 1,
** Washington Post, 28 May 1967, p. C7.
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